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Abstract—With the thriving of deep learning in processing
point cloud data, recent works show that backdoor attacks
pose a severe security threat to 3D vision applications. The
attacker injects the backdoor into the 3D model by poisoning
a few training samples with trigger, such that the backdoored
model performs well on clean samples but behaves maliciously
when the trigger pattern appears. Existing attacks often insert
some additional points into the point cloud as the trigger, or
utilize a linear transformation (e.g., rotation) to construct the
poisoned point cloud. However, the effects of these poisoned
samples are likely to be weakened or even eliminated by some
commonly used pre-processing techniques for 3D point cloud,
e.g., outlier removal or rotation augmentation. In this paper,
we propose a novel imperceptible and robust backdoor attack
(IRBA) to tackle this challenge. We utilize a nonlinear and
local transformation, called weighted local transformation (WLT),
to construct poisoned samples with unique transformations. As
there are several hyper-parameters and randomness in WLT, it
is difficult to produce two similar transformations. Consequently,
poisoned samples with unique transformations are likely to be
resistant to aforementioned pre-processing techniques. Besides, as
the controllability and smoothness of the distortion caused by a
fixed WLT, the generated poisoned samples are also imperceptible
to human inspection. Extensive experiments on three benchmark
datasets and four models show that IRBA achieves 80%+ ASR
in most cases even with pre-processing techniques, which is
significantly higher than previous state-of-the-art attacks.
Index Terms—Backdoor attack, weighted local transformation,
3D point cloud.

V

I. I NTRODUCTION

ISION for 3D has been developed rapidly and become
more popular in real-world applications, such as autonomous driving [5], [18], robot industry [9], and augmented
reality [2], [22], etc. Since PointNet [25] was first proposed,
more deep learning-based methods have been introduced into
3D domain and shown tremendous success in various tasks,
e.g., point cloud classification. Although large progress has
been made, the security problems of 3D deep learning are
not explored systematically. Recently, 3D deep learning has
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been uncovered vulnerable to backdoor attacks, a trainingtime attack paradigm via data poisoning [10], [15], [34], [37],
[46]. The model trained on the poisoned dataset will classify
to an attacker-specified label maliciously when the samples
with the trigger present otherwise behave normally. Once the
backdoored model [1], [7], [17], [23], [31], [38] deploys in
the safety-critical scenarios, it may lead to serious disasters.
In existing backdoor attacks for 3D deep learning, the
poisoned samples are constructed by inserting some additional
points (e.g., the small ball shown in the second column of
Fig. 1) [15], [30], [37], or rotating the original point cloud
[15] (e.g., the third column of Fig. 1). However, these attacks
may not succeed in practice, as their poisoned samples are
not resistant to some pre-processing techniques that have been
commonly applied to pre-process point clouds during model
training [25], [26]. For example, the trigger via additional
points can be easily removed by statistical outlier removal
(SOR) [47], and the effect of the rotated poisoned samples
can be mitigated by the rotation augmentation. Besides, the
trigger via additional points is noticeable to humans. Hence, a
practical backdoor attack against point cloud models should be
not only robust to aforementioned pre-processing techniques,
but also imperceptible to human inspection.
In this work, we focus on the transformation-based approach
to construct poisoned samples, as the additional point-based
approach is perceptible and cannot surpass the SOR operation.
However, as mentioned above, the transformation-based poisoned samples may be vulnerable to the data augmentation
adopted in model training. One possible reason we speculate is that the data augmentation could produce augmented
samples with similar transformations with poisoned samples,
such that the steady mapping between poisoned samples and
the target class cannot be learned by the model. To verify
this point, we conduct a brief experiment by constructing
poisoned samples with a 10◦ rotation, and adopt the random
rotation augmentation in model training, with the range of
(0◦ , 10◦ ), (0◦ , 20◦ ), (0◦ , 360◦ ), respectively. The corresponding attack success rates (ASR) are 97.5%, 11.7% and 3.4%,
respectively. It tells that if the rotation used for poisoned
samples is covered by the random rotation augmentation, then
the attack performance dramatically drops, which verifies our
speculation to some extent.
Thus, we believe more complex transformations that are
difficult to reproduce are desired to construct poisoned samples. We choose the weighted local transformation (WLT)
[11], which was proposed as an augmentation technique to
learn better 3D point cloud models. As shown in Fig. 2-(a), it
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the clean point cloud and poisoned point clouds from different backdoor attacks, including the PointBABall attack [15], [37], the PointBA-Rotation attack [15], and our IRBA.
consists of two steps: firstly conducting global transformations
(e.g., rotation, scaling) around multiple randomly used anchor
points to obtain multiple transformed samples, then merging
these samples into one unified transformed sample through
smooth aggregation. Note that the distortion between the final
transformed sample and the original sample is nonlinear and
local (i.e., the distortion is local location). It is determined by
several hyper-parameters (including the number of anchors, the
types and values of global transformations), and the randomness on anchor sampling and specific global transformation.
Even with the same hyper-parameters, it is also difficult to
obtain two similar transformed samples if conducting WLT
transformations twice. The reproducing difficulty facilitates to
produce unique transformations.
Inspired by the above analysis, we propose an effective
backdoor attack, called imperceptible and robust backdoor
attack (IRBA). It utilizes the WLT with fully fixed hyperparameters (i.e., fixed anchors, fixed global transformations) to
generate poisoned samples with a unique nonlinear and local
transformation. Even the defender knows the WLT is used
for poisoning and also utilizes WLT for data augmentation
in training, it is still difficult to generate augmented samples
with similar transformations compared to poisoned samples.
Consequently, the WLT-based poisoned samples are resistant
to the data augmentations (no matter WLT or any global
transformation) adopted in model training, which will be
experimentally verified later (see Section V-F and Table 10).
Moreover, due to the controllability (i.e., the distortion of every
point could be exactly computed) and smoothness of the distortion, WLT-based poisoned samples are also imperceptible
to human inspection and can bypass the SOR operation (see
the last column of Fig. 1), which will be analyzed and verified
later.
In summary, our main contributions are three-fold.
•

•

•

We demonstrate that existing backdoor attacks with
PointBA-Rotation poisoned samples are vulnerable to
random data augmentation and provide a reasonable
explanation.
We propose an imperceptible and robust backdoor attack
method by utilizing a nonlinear and local transformation,
weighted local transformation (WLT).
We conduct extensive experiments to show the superiority
of IRBA to previous state-of-the-art backdoor attacks in
3D point cloud.

II. R ELATED WORK
A. Deep learning in 3D point cloud
Point clouds are a well-known data structure in 3D domain,
which contain a set of unordered point coordinates. Promoted
by the deep learning, point-based learning [21], [27], [28],
[39], [45] has become increasingly popular due to its promising performance. Qi et al. [25] first designed a novel neural
network PointNet to directly learn the point-wise features. It
adopts the symmetric function, max-pooling, to preserve the
order-invariant property of point clouds. Motivated by PointNet, PointNet++ [26] further exploits the set abstraction layers
to enhance the multi-scale information extraction. Moreover,
the graph neural network and X-convolution operation are
introduced in DGCNN [33] and PointCNN [16] to obtain more
compact representations. The above architectures have been
extended to other complex tasks in 3D point cloud, such as
3D semantic segmentation [13], [44] and 3D object detection
[14], [32], [48], but the security problems like backdoor attacks
have not been explored well.
B. Backdoor attack in 3D point cloud
Li et al. [15] first extended the backdoor attack to 3D point
cloud. Analog with stamping a patch at the corner of an image
in 2D backdoor attack [8], they launched additional points
like a ball near the 3D object to inject the 3D deep learning.
Xiang et al. [37] generated backdoor points by optimizing
their spatial locations and performing the attack under a strict
setting without knowing the victim architecture successfully.
However, these two ball-based attacks can be discovered easily
by humans. To bypass the human inspection, Li et al. [15] also
investigated the rotation operation as the 3D backdoor trigger
and implement an imperceptible attack.
The previous works [15], [37] in 3D backdoor learning
provide two potential mitigation methods customized for 3D
backdoor attacks. One is the statistical outlier removal which
uses the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm to define the
distance metric to remove the abnormal points in a point cloud.
Therefore, the attack performance of the PointBA-Ball attack
can be easily mitigated by SOR. The other is inspired by the
common 3D point cloud augmentation technique, including
rotation, scaling, and point-wise jitter, etc. Since 3D deep
learning usually adopts them to improve the generalization of
the model, the PointBA-Rotation attack will be erased during
the actual training.
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Fig. 2: The pipeline of our proposed IRBA. (a) Generating poisoned samples by WLT, including multi-anchor transformation
and smooth aggregation. (b) Training on the poisoned dataset which contains both clean samples and poisoned samples. (c)
Inference by the backdoored model.
III. T HREAT MODEL
We consider a classical scenario following existing works
[6], [8], [19] , poison-label backdoor attack, where the attacker
is allowed to craft a small number of the poisoned samples
and poison them into the training set. But the attacker can
not know the victim architecture or control over the backdoor
training process. Therefore, in the realistic attack scenario, the
poisoned training samples may be pre-processed before they
are fed into the model [3], [15], [37], [43].
The goal of the attacker is that any model trained on the
poisoned dataset will return the attacker-specified malicious
target label when meeting the point clouds injected with the
trigger pattern. Meanwhile, it should also preserve the clean
accuracy in the absence of the trigger pattern. In addition
to the effectiveness of the backdoor attack, the generation of
poisoned samples should not destroy the geometric shape of
the point clouds significantly to ensure the imperceptibility.
IV. I MPERCEPTIBLE AND ROBUST BACKDOOR ATTACK
(IRBA)
A. Problem definition

Based on original M point cloud samples, the attacker
crafts a small number of the poisoned samples as Db =
{(X̂i , yt )(i) }M
i=1 , where yt is the target label and M  N .
−M
Dc = {(Xi , yi )}N
denotes the remain clean sample set.
i=1
The poisoned dataset is built by mixing Db and Dc . fθ denotes
the victim classification model with parameters θ. Because we
assume that the attacker can not change the training process,
fθ should be obtained by normally training on the poisoned
dataset with minimizing the following objective:
X
min
L (fθ (P(X)), y) ,
(1)
θ
(X,y)∈Dc ∪Db

where L(·, ·) indicates the loss function during the training
stage. We also consider the pre-processing on the training
samples, denoted as P(·), including SOR or 3D data augmentations. They have become common configurations for
cleaning the point clouds or improving the performance of
the 3D model [25], [26], [47]. Hence, it is necessary to ensure
the backdoor can be injected even the poisoned samples are
processed by P(·).
B. WLT-based poisoned samples generation

Given a training set D =
which contains
N point cloud samples, where y ∈ {1, 2, ..., C} denotes the
ground-truth label of the point cloud sample and C is the
number of class. Xi = [x1 , x2 , ..., xK ]> ∈ RK×3 denotes
that every point cloud can be decomposed into K points and
each point xi ∈ R3 has its 3-dimension position coordinate.
{(Xi , yi )}N
i=1

The main focus of this paper is to craft poisoned samples
which are robust to various pre-processing techniques. Different from inserting additional points in [15], [37] and the
linear transformation in [15], we utilize WLT to generate each
point x̂i in the poisoned sample X̂ by a nonlinear point-wise
function G : R3 → R3 . The pipeline is described in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3: Poisoned samples generated by WLT under different
018 where the lower CD score corresponds to more imperceptibility.
between the clean sample and the sample with the trigger,
019
020
Multi-anchor transformation. We firstly select the anchor
021

points before performing the transformation. In order to ensure
022
the anchors don’t gather in one local region to cause
023the
uneven deformation, we utilize Farthest Point Sampling 024
(FPS)
algorithm to choose a few transformation anchors {aj }W
on
j=1
025
the surface of the point cloud X, where W is the number
026
of anchor points. FPS first samples one initial point randomly
027
and repeatedly selects the points farthest from the previous
028
points. It can lead to more subtle variations on the 3D shape
029
and meanwhile introduce more randomness.
030
After selecting the anchor points, we perform anchor-based
031
transformation by taking each anchor point as the centroid
and
032
applying the rotation and scaling operation. We implement
033 a
the transformation by a rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 and
3×3
0343D
scaling matrix S ∈ R . For simplicity, we rotate the
035 α.
point cloud along the x, y, and z-axis with the same angle
036
We define the rotation matrix in multi-anchor transformation
0373D
as R = Rx (α)Ry (α)Rz (α), which represents the basic
point cloud rotation by an angle α along three axes in 038
order.
The formulations of Rx (α), Ry (α), and Rz (α) are as follows:
039


040
1
0
0
041
Rx (α) =  0 cos α − sin α  ,
042
0 sin α cos α
043


cos α 0 sin α
044
0
1
0 ,
Ry (α) = 
(2)
045
− sin α 0 cos α
046


cos α − sin α 0
047
Rz (α) =  sin α cos α 0  ,
048
0
0
1
049

050 as
The scaling matrix is defined as a diagonal matrix, denoted
051 s
S = diag(s, s, s), which means scaling with the same size
052the
along three axes. Based on the selected anchor aj and
053
rotation and scaling operation, we define the anchor-based
transformation for an input point xi as follows:

T (xi , aj ) = RS(xi − aj ) + aj .

(3)

Note that the rotation matrix and scaling matrix are predefined
by the attacker and fixed to generate all poisoned samples. For
each anchor point aj , we perform the above transformation for
each point in X, resulting in W transformed point clouds.
Smooth aggregation. In the step of aggregating the W
transformed point clouds, we introduce the Gaussian kernel
2
function Kh (xi , aj ) = exp(− kxi − aj k2 /2h2 ) to calculate
the weight for each pair of xi and aj , where the bandwidth h

Algorithm 1 Imperceptible and robust backdoor attack in
3D point cloud
Input: The victim classification model fθ , the training set
D, the rotation matrix R, the scaling matrix S and the number of anchors W in the trigger injection algorithm G(·), the
target label yt , the number of poisoned samples M .
Output: Backdoored model fθ′ .
1: Initialize R and S.
2: Db = RandomSelect(D, M )
3: Dc = D\Db
4: for each sample (X, y) from Db do
5:
X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xK ]⊤
6:
Choose anchors {aj }W
j=1 = FPS(X, W ), where
{aj }W
⊂
X
j=1
7:
for each point xi from X do
8:
T (xi , aj ) = RS(xi − aj ) + aj
2
9:
Kh (xi , aj ) = exp(− ∥xi − aj ∥2 /2h2 )
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

PW

Kh (xi ,aj )T (xi ,aj )

PW
x̂i = G(xi ) = j=1
k=1 Kh (xi ,ak )
end for
X̂ = [x̂1 , x̂2 , ..., x̂K ]⊤
Replace (X, y) in Db with (X̂, yt )
end for
Train the model fθ on the poisoned dataset Dc ∪ Db
with the below objective function:
X
min
L (fθ (P(X)), y)
′
θ

(X,y)∈Dc ∪Db

is a smoothing parameter. Given the kernel function, the point
x̂i in the poisoned sample X̂ can be generated as:
PW
j=1 Kh (xi , aj ) T (xi , aj )
(4) 1
.
x̂i = G(xi ) =
PW
k=1 Kh (xi , ak )
Proposition 1: (Originally defined in [11]) Based on the
Gaussian kernel, the aggregation function G(·) is smooth when
T (·, ·) is defined as Eq. (3), where the smoothness of a function
is that all partial derivatives exist and are continuous.
One advantage of our aggregation is that G(·) introduces
the nonlinear weighting due to the Gaussian kernel. Since
common 3D data augmentations are linear, nonlinearity helps
to improve the robustness of our attack when the poisoned
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TABLE I: ACC (%) and ASR (%) of backdoored models with the PointBA-Ball trigger, the PointBA-Rotation trigger and our
IRBA trigger on three datasets. Our proposed IRBA is highlighted in bold.
Models
PN
PN++
DGCNN
PCNN

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
92.5
100
93.2
100
93.1
100
91.7
100

ModelNet10
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
91.3
97.4
92.3
98.3
92.2
98.3
89.2
91.4

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
91.8
97.0
93.2
98.1
92.9
98.6
89.8
90.5

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
86.4
99.8
89.6
100
91.3
100
85.1
99.4

ModelNet40
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
86.8
94.6
89.9
95.8
91.2
95.9
83.1
93.4

TABLE II: ACC (%) of clean-trained models on three datasets
across all architectures.
Models
PN
PN++
DGCNN
PCNN

ModelNet10
93.8
94.8
94.5
91.1

ModelNet40
89.1
91.5
92.0
86.9

ShapeNetPart
98.5
99.1
99.1
98.4

samples are processed by P(·). The other advantage is that
our aggregation function is smooth according to Proposition
1. Therefore, the aggregation is prone to preserve the global
shape of the point cloud and change its local structure in
a smooth manner, which ensures the imperceptibility of the
poisoned samples. We visualize the poisoned samples in Fig. 3,
which confirms the effect of our smooth aggregation. Besides,
with the increasing of the number of anchors, the changes of
the local structure become more imperceptible.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Evaluation setup
Datasets and target models. We adopt three benchmark
datasets in the 3D point cloud classification task, i.e., ModelNet10 [35], ModelNet40 [35] and ShapeNetPart [41]. Following [15], we build training and test point clouds for each
dataset. Besides, we follow [25] to uniformly sample 1,024
points from the surface of each dataset and normalize them
into a unit ball. We evaluate all attack methods on four
categories of popular point cloud classification models, i.e.,
PointNet [25], PintNet++ [26], DGCNN [33], and PointCNN
[16], denoted as “PN”, “PN++”, “DGCNN” and “PCNN”.
Baseline methods. We compare IRBA with two existing
backdoor attacks in 3D point cloud classification in [15]:
PointBA-Ball backdoor attack and PointBA-rotation backdoor
attack (dubbed “PointBA-Ball” and “PointBA-Rotation” respectively). For the PointBA-ball attack, we place a ball with
the fixed radius 0.05 centered at (0.05, 0.05, 0.05) near the
3D object, where the ratio between the trigger points and total
points is 0.01. Besides, we rotate the 3D objects along the
z-axis with 10° to craft poisoned samples for the PointBARotation attack.
Attack settings. For all methods, we set the poisoned rate
M/N = 0.1, which indicates the proportion of the number of
poisoned samples in the poisoned dataset. Specially, poisoned
samples are sampled from the non-target class randomly and
the target label on ModelNet10, ModelNet40 and ShapeNetPart is chosen as “Tabel” (yt = 8), “Toilet” (yt = 35) and
“Lamp” (yt = 8) respectively. For the proposed IRBA, we set
the number of anchors W as 16. The angle of the rotation α
and the scaling size s in the multi-anchor transformation is

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
87.1
93.2
90.5
95.7
91.3
94.0
83.9
94.6

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
98.3
100
98.6
100
98.9
100
97.1
99.4

ShapeNetPart
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
98.2
97.7
98.4
97.1
98.8
96.6
95.5
96.2

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
98.1
99.2
98.8
99.0
98.9
98.4
97.5
95.6

TABLE III: ACC (%) and ASR (%) of IRBA on three datasets
with different target labels.
Datasets
ModelNet10
ModelNet40
ShapeNetPart

yt = 0
ACC ASR
93.8
98.7
90.9
96.0
98.7
98.8

yt = 1
ACC
ASR
92.8
98.8
90.5
95.3
99.0
98.7

yt = 2
ACC ASR
93.2
99.6
90.8
94.6
98.9
99.0

set as 5° and 5, respectively. The bandwidth h in the smooth
aggregation is set to 0.5. We use the framework PyTorch
[24] to implement all the experiments. We adopt the Adam
optimizer [12] with the learning rate 0.001 to train all the
models for 200 epochs and the training batch size is set to 32.
All the above experiments are run on a NVIDIA RTX A5000
GPU. Note that the training schedule on the poisoned dataset
is the same as that on the clean dataset.
Evaluation metrics. To verify the performance of backdoor
attacks, we adopt attack success rate (ASR) as the metric,
which is the fraction of samples from non-target class with
the trigger classified to the target label by the backdoored
model. A higher ASR means a stronger attack. Besides, we
also use the test accuracy (ACC) to measure the effect of the
backdoor attack on the clean dataset. Following [20], [36],
[42], we adopt the Chamfer Distance (CD) to investigate the
deformation magnitude of poisoned point clouds compared to
clean samples.
B. Attack results
The results of all backdoored models are summarized in
Table I. It shows that the ASR of our proposed IRBA
is competitive with previous baseline backdoor attacks and
greater than 90% on three datasets across all the models, which
demonstrates the threat of IRBA in point cloud classification.
To verify the stealthiness of IRBA, we further present the ACC
of clean-trained models and the backdoored models in Table
II and Table I. The average difference of ACC between cleantrained models and IRBA is less than 3%, which proves that
IRBA doesn’t drop the ACC of the backdoored model by a
large margin. To investigate the influences of different target
labels, we evaluate our method with different target labels
(yt = 0, yt = 1, yt = 2) against PointNet++ in Table III,
which reveals the superior and stable attack performance of
IRBA across different target classes.
C. Resistance to various pre-processing techniques
We evaluate the resistance of three backdoor attacks against
the statistical outlier removal (SOR) and random rotation on
three datasets across four models. Besides, we further use
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TABLE IV: ACC (%) and ASR (%) of backdoored models with the PointBA-Ball trigger, the PointBA-Rotation trigger and
our IRBA trigger on three datasets under SOR and random rotation during training. The best results are highlighted in bold.
Models
PN
PN++
DGCNN
PCNN

ModelNet10
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
86.9
8.17
88.8
8.41
91.1
6.97
88.7
11.2

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
84.2
19.4
83.1
11.7
91.8
10.2
81.9
19.6

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
88.5
90.6
92.4
96.6
92.9
92.5
87.3
73.3

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
78.7
14.2
78.4
19.7
87.8
7.82
80.1
26.3

ModelNet40
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
82.1
9.97
82.5
11.4
88.7
4.23
82.7
5.01

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
85.7
83.7
88.1
90.2
90.0
85.1
82.1
84.2

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
93.6
21.4
87.8
29.6
94.0
6.07
94.4
20.1

ShapeNetPart
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
97.6
14.5
94.3
10.7
96.8
7.76
96.3
14.8

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
97.7
98.8
98.5
98.8
98.4
97.0
97.4
83.8

TABLE V: ACC (%) and ASR (%) of backdoored models with the PointBA-Ball trigger, the PointBA-Rotation trigger, and
our IRBA trigger on ModelNet10 under various pre-processing techniques during training. “R”, “R3”, “Scaling”, “Shift”,
“Dropout”, and “Jitter” denote random rotation along the z-axis, random rotation along three axes, random scaling, random
shift, random dropout, and random jitter for the point clouds, respectively. “X” indicates including that technique during the
training stage and “7” indicates not. The best results are highlighted in bold.
Pre-processing Technique
SOR

R

R3

Scaling

Shift

Dropout

Jitter

7
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

7
7
X
X
X
X
X
X

7
7
7
X
X
X
X
X

7
7
7
7
X
X
X
X

7
7
7
7
7
X
X
X

7
7
7
7
7
7
X
X

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
X

Clean

PointBA-Ball

PointBA-Ball
ACC
ASR
93.2
100
84.4
17.2
83.1
11.7
85.7
28.9
90.8
6.97
89.7
3.96
90.2
4.47
88.8
9.25

PointBA-Rotation

Method
PointBA-Rotation
ACC
ASR
92.3
98.3
91.3
98.6
88.8
8.41
87.5
13.7
90.6
6.49
89.2
9.86
90.9
10.3
90.7
9.13

IRBA (Ours)
ACC
ASR
93.2
98.1
92.9
97.2
92.4
96.6
89.9
72.4
91.2
63.1
90.2
60.4
90.4
52.1
90.7
47.5

IRBA (Ours)
None
SOR
SOR+R

Fig. 4: Visualization of the point cloud with the PointBA-Ball trigger [15], [37], the PointBA-Rotation trigger [15] and our
IRBA trigger and those after SOR and random rotation.
TABLE VI: ACC (%) / ASR (%) of three attacks on ModelNet10 against PointNet++ after SRS and DUP-Net.

We combine the SOR and random rotation along the z-axis as
the data pre-processing techniques during the training stage.
For SOR, we calculate the distance between every point and
PointBA-Ball
PointBA-Rotation
IRBA
Pre-processing Technique
ACC
ASR
ACC
ASR
ACC
ASR
their 30 nearest points and then remove the 100 points with
SRS
92.9
100
93.1
97.3
93.6
96.7
the farthest neighbor distance. As for the random rotation,
SRS+SOR+R
81.4
38.3
87.8
10.0
91.2
81.1
DUP-Net
80.6
14.4
90.4
98.7
93.5
98.3
the random angle is under 20◦ . Table IV demonstrates that
81.1
16.3
82.8
39.5
93.3
98.1
DUP-Net+SOR+R
the SOR and the random rotation can degrade the PointBABall and PointBA-Rotation backdoor attack performance by a
various transformations in the 3D augmentation to test the large margin but have little effect on IRBA. To explore why
our method
can still achieve a high ASR compared with the
1392,3683
robustness of backdoor attacks. The default target model and49, 3058,
other
two
backdoor
attacks, we visualize samples, the feature
dataset are PointNet++ and ModelNet10, respectively.
space
of
the
poisoned
dataset and that after SOR and random
Resistance to SOR and random rotation. Zhou et al. [47]
rotation
in
Fig.
4,
Fig.
5 and Fig. 6.
proposed the statistical outlier removal (SOR) to resist point
addition attacks by removing points far from the neighbors.

As shown in Fig. 4, the PointBA-Ball trigger can be
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Fig. 5: t-SNE visualization of the poisoned dataset in the feature space generated by three backdoor attacks on ModelNet10.
The target label is chosen as “Table” (yt = 8), visualized in the black color.
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Fig. 6: t-SNE visualization of the poisoned dataset in the feature space generated by three backdoor attacks under SOR and
random rotation on ModelNet10. The target label is chosen as “Table” (yt = 8), visualized in the black color.
TABLE VII: Scores of the human perceptual study. A lower
score corresponds to more imperceptible poisoned samples.
Dataset
ModelNet10
ModelNet40
ShapeNetPart

PointBA-Ball
4.8
4.9
4.9

PointBA-Rotation
2.8
1.9
1.7

IRBA (Ours)
2.2
2.4
1.4

completely eliminated after SOR. Although SOR doesn’t break
the PointBA-Rotation trigger, it can be undermined easily by
the random rotation. Hence, due to the damage of the trigger
of two attacks, the model is difficult to distinguish the features
between clean samples and poisoned samples, which can be
seen in Fig. 6. As for IRBA, it does not introduce outliers
such that it is robust to SOR and the linear operation rotation
is not enough to destruct the unique structure generated by our
nonlinear method. Fig. 6 shows that our poisoned samples can
cluster independently from other classes in the feature space,
indicating that our attack succeeds to implant the backdoor
into the model.
Resistance to various augmentations. In addition to SOR and
the random rotation, we further apply five data augmentations
to explore the effect on three attacks, including random
rotation under 360◦ along three axes, random scaling from
0.5 to 1.5, random shift ranging from -0.1 to 0.1, random
dropout with the max ratio 0.2, random jitter in a Gaussian
distribution N (0, 0.02), and clipping within 0.05. As shown
in Table V, our method can achieve a higher ASR than the
PointBA-Ball and PointBA-Rotation backdoor attack under

TABLE VIII: CD × 100 of existing methods and IRBA on
three datasets. The lower is better.
Dataset
ModelNet10
ModelNet40
ShapeNetPart

PointBA-Ball
1.16
1.14
0.86

PointBA-Rotation
0.12
0.13
0.14

IRBA (Ours)
0.47
0.52
0.12

all the above augmentations during the backdoor training.
Although ASR of IRBA decreases with the accumulation of
various augmentations, IRBA can still achieve at least 47.5%
ASR, which benefits from the nonlinear and local distortion
between our poisoned samples and clean ones.
More pre-processing techniques We try the defaulted Simple
Random Sampling (SRS) [40] during the training and show the
results in Table VI. Besides, we utilize the original upsampling
network in DUP-Net [47] to upsample the training dataset
from 1024 points to 2048 points after SOR layer and the results
are shown in Table VI. All the above results demonstrate that
IRBA can resist these two pre-processing techniques, which
verifies its superiority.
D. Human perceptual study
To evaluate the visual perceptibility of poisoned samples
generated by different attack methods, we conduct a human
perceptual study in this section. We list overall results in
Table VII. In our study, we randomly mix clean samples and
poisoned samples and show them to 20 participants. These
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(a) PointBA-Ball

(b) PointBA-Rotation
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(c) IRBA (Ours)

IRBA
(Ours)

PointBARotation

PointBABall

Clean

Fig. 7: The randomly selected sample sets of three attacks used in human perceptual study.

Fig. 8: Visualizations of poisoned samples generated by the PointBA-Ball attack [15], [37], the PointBA-Rotation attack [15],
and our IRBA.
participants are asked to give a score ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to judge
the probability that some of the samples have been modified.
A lower score corresponds to a lower probability, i.e., a less
perceptible poisoned sample.
We can observe that the score of the samples with the
PointBA-Ball trigger is the highest because it contains noticeable additional points. In contrast, the poisoned samples
of the PointBA-Rotation method and IRBA achieve relatively
low scores, which indicates the visual stealthiness of these
two backdoor attacks. To quantify the imperceptibility of three

backdoor attacks, we also calculate the CD × 100 on three
datasets, as shown in Table VIII. It indicates that the PointBARotation attack and our IRBA can achieve the lowest CD on
ModelNet and ShapeNet, respectively. The above results and
visualizations confirm that IRBA is hardly perceptible and is
difficult to be spotted by humans when our poisoned samples
are mixed with clean ones. We randomly select a sample
set used in our human perceptual study for each attack and
visualize them in Fig. 7. The first two rows are clean samples
and the third row is the poisoned samples. Besides, more
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TABLE IX: ACC (%) and ASR (%) of backdoored models with our IRBA trigger on ModelNet10 under adaptive defense
during training.

1 ∼ 10
1 ∼ 10
1 ∼ 10
1 ∼ 10
1 ∼ 10
1∼5
1∼5
1∼5
1∼5
1∼5

1 ∼ 32
1 ∼ 16
1∼8
1∼4
1∼2
1 ∼ 32
1 ∼ 16
1∼8
1∼4
1∼2
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10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
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90
85
80
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Fig. 9: ASR (%) of IRBA with different poisoned rates
on three datasets.
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Fig. 11: ASR (%) and CD × 100 of IRBA with different kernel
bandwidths h on three datasets.
poisoned samples generated by the the PointBA-Ball attack,
the PointBA-Rotation attack, and IRBA are shown in Fig. 8.
E. Ablation study
Effect of the poisoned rate. We explore the effect of the
poisoned rate towards our proposed attack on three datasets
and show the results in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the
attack effectiveness becomes stronger with the increase of
the poisoned rate when it is lower than 0.08. Meanwhile,
once the poisoned rate is larger than 0.1, the ASR of our
attack can exceed 95% and remain at a high level across three
datasets. The high ASR with a low poisoned rate can ensure
the stealthiness of IRBA.
Effect of the number of anchors W . In this part, we sample
different numbers of the anchors W to investigate the effect on
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Fig. 10: Left: ASR (%) of IRBA with different numbers of
anchors W on three datasets. Right: ASR (%) of IRBA with
different rotation angles α and scaling sizes s on ModelNet10.

our attack. From the results in Fig. 10, we can observe that
fewer anchors will lead to a higher ASR on three datasets.
As such, the anchor-based transformation will be performed
within a more finite neighborhood of the chosen anchors and
result in an irregular deformation on the shape of the point
cloud. The visualization and CD score are shown in Fig. 3.
Effect of the rotation angle α and scaling size s. Here,
we present the results under various rotation angles α and
scaling sizes s of our trigger. As shown in Fig. 10, both α and
s can affect the ASR of our attack jointly, where the larger
α and s indicate the higher attack performance. Our attack
can achieve 90% ASR even though we apply a weak rotation
and scaling as the trigger injection, i.e., α = 2◦ and s = 2.
Specially, when the value of α and s outperforms 8, the ASR
of our attack can reach above 99%. However, we should note
that the larger α and s will cause more severe deformation of
the original structure. Therefore, it is necessary to choose the
appropriate rotation angle and scaling size to balance the ASR
and imperceptibility of the attack.
Effect of the kernel bandwidth. We explore the effect of the
kernel bandwidth h in the smooth aggregation on our attack.
The ASR and CD score are shown in Fig. 11. We can see
that the ASR drops with the increase of the kernel bandwidth
h. This is because the difference between the clean sample
and the poisoned sample (i.e., the CD score) is lower and the
poisoned samples become more difficult to be detected when
the kernel bandwidth h increases.
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F. Potential adaptive defense
In the above experiments, we assume that the victim has
no information about our attack. In this section, we consider
a more challenging setting, where the victim knows the existence of IRBA and trains the model with an adaptive defense.
Based on the victim’s knowledge, the adaptive defense can
be divided into two categories. One is that the victim only
knows the multi-anchor transformation but aggregates the
transformed point clouds in an average weight manner. The
other is that both multi-anchor transformation and smooth
aggregation are known by the victim. However, the victim
can not get the specific parameters of IRBA in both settings.
We denote them as “Average” and “Smooth”, respectively. We
keep the settings of our IRBA unchanged as Section V-A and
vary the defense parameters. The results are shown in Table
IX.
We can see that IRBA can still achieve about 90% ASR
under “Average” defense for different parameters, which shows
IRBA can resist it successfully. This is because the nonlinear
operation in smooth aggregation can generate more diverse
3D shapes to make IRBA robust against the linear average
aggregation. As for the smooth adaptive defense, we set the
range of the bandwidth h from 0.1 to 0.9. Table IX shows
that despite the “Smooth” defense during backdoor training,
the ASR of IRBA is still greater than 55.4%. It may be
because that there are many parameters in IRBA including
the rotation angle, scaling size, smoothing parameter, etc.
Although the victim adopts smooth aggregation, the effect of
the poisoned samples remains, due to the unknown parameters
in our poisoned samples generation.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND SOCIAL IMPACTS
In this paper, we propose the imperceptible and robust
backdoor attack (IRBA) in 3D domain. IRBA transforms the
point cloud centered at multiple sampled anchors and smoothly
aggregates them into one poisoned sample. The dataset with a
small fraction of these poisoned samples can successfully inject the backdoor behavior into the point-based model trained
on it. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our backdoor not
only bypasses most pre-processing techniques in point cloud
but also is imperceptible to human inspection. We hope that
the proposed IRBA can serve as an effective tool to examine
the vulnerability of 3D models.
As for the social impacts, the main threat of IRBA can
happen in the autonomous driving applications. Suppose that
the autonomous vehicle manufacturers outsource the dataset
to be used and the dataset is unfortunately poisoned with a
fraction of samples with the trigger by the attacker. Once
the autonomous vehicle manufacturers deploy their models
trained on the malicious dataset, the attacker can adopt the 3D
printing technique or LIDAR-based spoofing attacks [4], [29]
to mislead the autonomous driving model to make a wrong
decision, which leads to serious traffic accidents.
Please note that we restrict all experiments in the laboratory
environment and do not support our attack in the real scenario.
The purpose of our work is to raise the awareness of the
security concern in 3D community and call for 3D deep
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learning practitioners to pay more attention to the training data
integrity and model trustworthy deployment.
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